Abstract-Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) is one of the most pervasive medium access control (MAC) schemes in ad hoc wireless networks. However, CSMA and its current variants do not provide quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees for real-time traffic support. This paper presents and studies black-burst (BB) contention, which is a distributed MAC scheme that provides QoS real-time access to ad hoc CSMA wireless networks. With this scheme, real-time nodes contend for access to the channel with pulses of energy-so called BB's-the durations of which are a function of the delay incurred by the nodes until the channel became idle. It is shown that real-time packets are not subject to collisions and that they have access priority over data packets. When operated in an ad hoc wireless LAN, BB contention further guarantees bounded and typically very small real-time delays. The performance of the network can approach that attained under ideal time division multiplexing (TDM) via a distributed algorithm that groups real-time packet transmissions into chains. A general analysis of BB contention is given, contemplating several modes of operation. The analysis provides conditions for the scheme to be stable. Its results are complemented with simulations that evaluate the performance of an ad hoc wireless LAN with a mixed population of data and real-time nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A KEY component in the development of single channel ad hoc wireless networks is the medium access control (MAC) protocol with which nodes share a common radio channel. Of necessity, such a protocol has to be distributed. It should provide an efficient use of the available bandwidth while satisfying the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of both data and real-time applications. Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) [1] is one of the most pervasive MAC schemes in ad hoc wireless networks [2] . CSMA is a simple distributed protocol whereby nodes regulate their packet transmission attempts based only on their local perception of the state-idle or busy-of the common radio channel.
Packet collisions are intrinsic to CSMA. They occur because each node has only a delayed perception of the other nodes' activity. They also happen due to hidden nodes [3] : two transmitting nodes outside the sensing range of each other may interfere at a common receiver. Many flavors of CSMA do exist, but invariably the nodes that participate in a collision schedule the retransmission of their packets to a random time in the future, in the hope of avoiding another collision. This strategy, however, does not provide QoS guarantees for realtime traffic support.
Recently, new MAC schemes for ad hoc wireless networks have been proposed, aimed either at improving the throughput over that of CSMA or at providing QoS guarantees for realtime traffic support. Among the first group of schemes is the multiple access collision avoidance protocol (MACA) [4] , which forms the basis of several other schemes. With MACA, a source with a packet ready for transmission first sends a request-to-send (RTS) minipacket, which if successful elicits a clear-to-send (CTS) minipacket from the destination. Upon reception of the CTS minipacket, the source sends its data packet. In environments without hidden nodes, MACA may improve the throughput of the network over that attained with CSMA because collisions involve only short RTS minipackets rather than normal data packets as in CSMA. MACA also alleviates the hidden nodes problem because the CTS sent by the destination serves to inhibit the nodes in its neighborhood, i.e., exactly those nodes that may interfere with the ensuing packet transmission from source to destination. The floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) class of protocols [5] includes several variants of MACA, one of which is immune to hidden nodes [6] . These protocols, however, have not been designed for QoS: control minipackets are subject to collisions, and their retransmissions are randomly scheduled.
The group allocation multiple access (GAMA) [7] , [8] is a recent attempt to provide QoS guarantees to real-time traffic in a distributed wireless environment. In GAMA, there is a contention period where nodes use an RTS-CTS dialog to explicitly reserve bandwidth in the ensuing contention-free period. A packet transmitted in the contention-free period may maintain the reservation for the next cycle. The scheme is asynchronous and developed for wireless networks where all nodes can sense, and indeed receive, the communications from their peers. MACA/packet reservation (MACA/PR) [9] is a protocol similar to GAMA, but an acknowledgment follows every packet sent in contention-free periods to inform the nodes in the neighborhood of the receiver whether or not another packet is expected in the next contention-free cycle. These schemes deviate from pure carrier sensing methods in that every node has to construct channel state information based on reservation requests carried in packets sent onto the channel.
In this paper, we elaborate on the black-burst (BB) contention mechanism presented in [10] . With this mechanism, 0733-8716/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE real-time nodes contend for access to the common radio channel with pulses of energy-so called BB's-the lengths of which are proportional to the time that the nodes have been waiting for the channel to become idle. The scheme is distributed and is based only on carrier sensing. It gives priority access to real-time traffic and ensures collision-free transmission of real-time packets. When operated in an ad hoc wireless LAN, it further guarantees bounded real-time delays. In addition, the BB contention scheme can be overlaid on current CSMA implementations, notably that of the recent IEEE 802.11 standard [11] for wireless LAN's, with only minor modifications required to the real-time transceivers: the random retransmission scheme is turned off, and in substitution, the possibility of sending BB's is provided. This paper extends the initial work in a number ways. We prove the properties of BB contention for a general ad hoc wireless network without hidden nodes, but one in which the channel can be spatially reused. A scheme is devised that decouples the instants when real-time nodes gain exclusive access rights to the channel from the instants when real-time packets appear at the MAC layer for transmission over the channel. We also introduce enhancements to the efficiency of the scheme, when operated in an ad hoc wireless LAN, by allowing real-time packet transmissions from different nodes to be grouped into chains. Finally, a general analytical framework is presented to describe the dynamics of BB contention. The performance of BB contention is compared with that of the CSMA/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme of the IEEE 802.11 standard in an ad hoc wireless LAN with a mixed population of data and real-time nodes.
Section II presents a model for carrier sense wireless networks and briefly reviews the CSMA/CA protocol that is taken as a comparison example throughout this paper. The BB contention mechanism is described in Section III, and its properties are formally proved in Section IV. Section V addresses the interdependency between BB contention and the assembly of real-time packets. Chaining is described in Section VI. The analysis of BB contention is given in Section VII. The proofs in this section can be skipped without loss of continuity. The results are presented and discussed in Section VIII.
II. CARRIER SENSE WIRELESS NETWORKS
Carrier sense wireless networks are engineered in such a way that the range at which a node can sense carrier from a given transmitter is different and typically larger than the range at which receivers are willing to accept a packet from that same transmitter. In addition, carrier from a transmitter can usually be sensed at a range beyond the range in which the transmitter may cause interference. To account for these differences, we model a wireless network as a set of nodes , interconnected by links of three different types. Node has a communication link with node , if and only if in the course of time, it has packets to send to node . Node has an interfering link with node if and only if any packet transmission with destination that overlaps in time at with a transmission from is lost. The lost packets are said to have collided with the transmission from . Finally, node has a sensing link with node , if and only if a transmission by node prevents node from starting a new transmission, i.e., node inhibits node . The communication, interference, and sensing graphs are denoted by , , and , respectively, where , , and are the edge sets (the links). The communication graph is a directed graph, whereas the interfering and sensing graphs are undirected. We assume that if node has a communication link with node , then and also have an interfering link between them. Similarly, an interfering link is also a sensing link, but not conversely. That is, : is a spanning subgraph of . Any node has an interfering and sensing link with itself, since whenever a node transmits, it cannot simultaneously receive or start another transmission. In the wireless network of Fig. 1 , node 9 has a communication link with node 10, and thus these nodes have both an interfering and a sensing link between them. Nodes 10 and 13 have an interfering link, and thus they also have a sensing link between them. Finally, nodes 9 and 13 have only a sensing link between them. We do not explicitly represent the links from a node to itself.
A path delay is associated with each sensing link to account for the propagation delay separating the nodes, the turn-around time of the wireless transceivers, and the sensing delay. The path delay of link is denoted by . Since the sensing graph is undirected, . The path delays further satisfy the two conditions and , for . Let . The sets and represent the nodes that are neighbors of , included, in the interfering and sensing graphs, respectively. In Fig. 1 , and . For communication link , the set of nodes which are interfering neighbors of but are not sensing neighbors of , i.e., the set , is the set of nodes hidden from . A node in this set will not sense an ongoing packet transmission from to and may initiate its own packet transmission that will collide at . In a wireless network without hidden nodes, we have for every . The network of Fig. 1 does not have hidden nodes. Nevertheless, the common radio channel can be reused in space. For example, a packet transmission from node 9 to node 8 can coexist in time without collisions with a packet transmission from node 5 to node 7. The correctness results to be proven in this paper are for wireless networks without hidden nodes. We use the term wireless LAN for wireless networks in which forms a complete graph. In a wireless LAN, all nodes can sense each other's transmissions.
The CSMA/CA protocol of the IEEE 802.11 standard [11] defines three interframe spacings, , , , and , . If a node with a packet that is ready for transmission has perceived that the channel is idle during a long interframe spacing of length , the node immediately starts the transmission of the packet. Otherwise, it waits until that condition is satisfied and enters into backoff. Likewise, a node whose packet has experienced consecutive collisions enters into backoff. In this mode, the node chooses a random number of slots uniformly distributed between zero and and sets a timer with an initial value units of time, where , , is the length of a slot. The timer counts down only while the channel has been perceived idle for more than units of time-it is frozen during a medium busy condition-and the packet is (re)transmitted as soon as the timer reaches zero. A node learns of the success or failure of its transmission through a positive acknowledgment scheme; the recipient of a correctly received packet sends back an acknowledgment minipacket within an interval of time of length .
III. BB CONTENTION
BB contention is a MAC mechanism developed to provide QoS guarantees to real-time traffic over carrier sense wireless networks. The real-time applications considered are those like voice and video that require more or less periodic access to the common radio channel during long periods of time denominated sessions. The main performance requirement for these applications is bounded end-to-end delay, which implies a bounded packet delay at the MAC layer. This is the goal of BB contention.
The principles behind BB contention are more easily understood if we consider first a wireless LAN; the next section proves statements that are valid in more general cases. Realtime nodes contend for access to the channel after a medium interframe spacing of length , rather than after the long interframe spacing of length , used by data nodes. Thus, real-time nodes as a group have priority over data nodes. Instead of sending their packets when the channel becomes idle for , real-time nodes first sort their access rights by jamming the channel with pulses of energy, denominated BB's. The length of a BB transmitted by a real-time node is an increasing function of the contention delay experienced by the node, measured from the instant when an attempt to access the channel has been scheduled until the channel becomes idle for , i.e., until the node starts the transmission of its BB. To account for the path delays in the network, BB's are formed by an integral number of black slots, each of length , with not smaller than the maximum round-trip path delay . Now, we would like the BB's sent by distinct real-time nodes when the channel becomes idle for to differ by at least one black slot. To this end, we assume that every real-time packet transmission lasts at least a certain time and that real-time nodes only schedule their next transmission attempts-to a time in the future-when they start a packet transmission. If a node starts a packet transmission at time and that transmission is successful, that means that no other real-time node started a packet transmission during an interval of length around time . Therefore, the next scheduled attempt made by the node in question is also staggered in time by from the scheduled access attempts made by the other nodes. Counting the number of black slots to be sent in a BB in units of , we obtain the desired property that distinct nodes contend with BB's comprising different numbers of black slots. Following each BB transmission, a node senses the channel for an observation interval of length to determine without ambiguity whether its BB was the longest of the contending BB's. The winning node will transmit its realtime packet successfully and schedule the next transmission attempt. On the other hand, the nodes that lost the BB contention wait for the channel to once again become idle for , at which time they send new longer BB's. In conclusion, once the first real-time packet of a session is successfully transmitted, the mechanism ensures that succeeding real-time packets are also transmitted without collisions. In the end, real-time nodes appear to access a dynamic time division multiplexing (TDM) transmission structure without explicit slot assignments or slot synchronization. We follow with a detailed description of the access rules followed by every real-time node.
Every real-time packet lasts for at least a certain amount of time , , when transmitted on the channel. At the beginning of a session, a real-time node uses conventional CSMA/CA rules, possibly with a more expedited retransmission algorithm, to convey its first packet until it is successful. Subsequent packets are transmitted according to the mechanisms, herein described, until the session is dropped.
Whenever a real-time node transmits a packet, it further schedules its next transmission attempt to a time in the future, where is the same for all nodes. Suppose, then, that a real-time node has scheduled an access attempt for the present time. If the channel has been idle during the past medium interframe interval of length , the node starts the transmission of a BB. Otherwise, it waits until the channel becomes idle for and only then starts the transmission of its BB. The length of the BB sent by the node is a direct function of the contention delay it incurred, where is the length of a black slot, the parameter is the unit of time used to convert contention delays into an integral number of black slots, and is the floor of , i.e., the largest integer not larger than . Correct operation of the scheme requires that . After exhausting its BB transmission, the node waits for an observation interval , the length of which has to satisfy and , to see if any other node transmitted a longer BB, implying that it would have been waiting longer for access to the channel. If the channel is perceived idle after , then the node (successfully) transmits its packet. On the other hand, if the channel is busy during the observation interval, the node waits again for the channel to be idle for and repeats the algorithm.
The start of packet transmissions from different nodes are shifted in time by at least . Since it is only when a node initiates the transmission of a packet that it schedules its next transmission attempt to a time in the future, the contention delays of different nodes will likewise differ by at least . Therefore, taking , the BB's of different nodes differ by at least one black slot, and thus every BB contention period produces a unique winner. That winner is the node that has been waiting the longest for access to the channel. The observation interval cannot last longer than the black slot time, i.e., , so that a node always recognizes when its BB is shorter than that of another contending node. It also has to be shorter than the medium interframe spacing, i.e., , to prevent real-time nodes from sending BB's by the time that a real-time packet transmission is expected.
The time diagram of Fig. 2 exemplifies the operation of the scheme. In this figure, nodes 1 and 2 have their attempts to access the channel delayed by a data packet transmission. After letting the channel go idle for , both nodes contend for access with BB's. Host 1 has been waiting longer and so it transmits a longer BB with which it wins the contention; it successfully transmits its packet afterwards. Host 2 waits until the channel is once again idle for and then sends its BB, which is now longer than before, as it reflects the increase in contention delay.
Overall, the BB contention scheme gives priority to realtime traffic, enforces a round-robin discipline among real-time nodes, and results in bounded access delays to real-time packets.
BB contention can also be used to support real-time sessions with different bandwidth requirements, which might be useful for multimedia traffic. On the one hand, distinct real-time sessions may have the corresponding nodes send packets of different sizes when they acquire access rights to the channel. On the other hand, the BB mechanism can be enhanced to accommodate real-time sessions with different scheduling intervals as long as the set of values allowed for the scheduling interval is finite and small. In the latter case, BB contention proceeds in two phases. Real-time nodes first sort their access rights based on contention delays as before. However, it is now possible for two nodes with different scheduling intervals to compute BB's with the same number of black slots. Hence, after this first phase, a real-time node contends again with a new BB, the length of which univocally identifies the scheduling interval being used by the node. This enhancement to BB contention is not pursued further in the paper.
IV. CORRECTNESS OF BB CONTENTION
In this section, we prove some properties of BB contention for a wireless network without hidden nodes: for every , . In this case, carrier sensing deferral rules imply that a transmission over communication link started by node at time collides at with a transmission from node , , if and only if the latter transmission starts some time in the open interval . Recall the relations between the time intervals defined: , , , , , and . Packets that contend for access to the channel using CSMA/CA, i.e., data packets and those packets that start a real-time session, may collide with one another and with BB's. However, the next two propositions show that all realtime packets that contend with BB's, i.e., all real-time packets except those that start a session, are transmitted without collisions.
Proposition 1: Any real-time packet that contends with BB's does not collide with either data packets or real-time packets that start a session.
Proof: Let real-time node start a BB transmission comprising black slots over link at time in an attempt to acquire access rights for its packet. Any data node that can potentially collide with a packet transmitted over link must belong to . If data node , does not start a packet transmission during the interval , then it cannot interfere later on with a packet from transmitted after its BB. This is because a data node is required to see the channel idle for before sending a packet and . Assume instead that data node starts a packet transmission, of duration , at time , . If the packet from node ensures that node sees the channel busy after its BB, and thus node does not transmit its packet. On the other hand, if the packet from node may not be sufficient to prevent node from transmitting its real-time packet. If node does indeed transmit a packet past its BB, we have
That is, there is no overlap between the packets sent by nodes and : the end of the packet sent by node reaches before the beginning of the packet sent by node .
Clearly, the same proof applies if node is a real-time node trying to initiate a session.
Proposition 2: Real-time packets that contend with BB's do not collide with one another or with BB's.
Proof: Let real-time node start a BB transmission comprising black slots over link at time , in an attempt to acquire access rights for its packet. As such, node has seen the channel idle for at least prior to . Any realtime node with an ongoing session whose transmission can potentially collide with the packet transmitted over must belong to . If real-time node , does not start a transmission during the interval , then it cannot interfere later on with a packet from transmitted after its BB. This is because a real-time node is required to see the channel idle for before sending a BB, , and it cannot send a packet without first transmitting a BB. Assume now that node starts a transmission at time , . This transmission has to be a BB; it cannot be a packet because otherwise node would have seen the channel idle for a maximum of only , rather than , prior to . Let , , and , be the last instants of time when nodes and transmitted a packet, respectively. Their contention delays are now and , respectively. By hypothesis, the last packet transmitted by node over link was successful. So, one of the following two conditions was satisfied: either i)
or ii) . The first condition means that the end of the packet transmitted by node at time reached node before the beginning of the packet transmitted by node at time . In addition, for node to have transmitted a packet back at , the channel must have been idle at that time, and since , condition i) implies that . That is, the end of the packet from node reached node before the latter started its packet transmission. Therefore As a result, the BB of node with black slots has at least one more black slot than that of node , i.e., . We have so node will find the channel busy during its observation interval and refrains from transmitting its packet. Mutatis mutandis, if condition ii) is satisfied, we have the inequality The BB of node will exceed that of node by at least one black slot, i.e., . Thus, node will find the channel busy during its observation interval and will defer any transmission until it again sees the channel idle for . If node transmits its packet, it must do so after the end of the BB. Therefore, node will see the channel idle for a maximum of and will not interfere with the packet sent by node .
We have shown that if a real-time node transmits a packet without collisions with transmissions from other real-time nodes, then its next packet will also satisfy this condition. The statement of the proposition follows by induction.
We can also show that real-time nodes have local priority over data nodes and that the priority attained by a real-time node increases with its contention delay, i.e., with the number of black slots in its BB.
Proposition 3: A real-time node that sees the channel idle for after a medium busy condition will access the channel to transmit a BB and will prevent neighboring data nodes from transmitting a packet.
Proof: Let node end a packet transmission at time and real-time node , see the channel idle for , starting at . Data node , , will see the channel become idle no earlier than at and at best could only start its packet transmission afterwards. But which means that a BB sent by real-time node reaches data node before the latter sees the channel idle for , and so data node defers to this BB.
The proof of Proposition 2 already contains the following proposition as a corollary.
Proposition 4:
A real-time node that sees the channel idle for after a medium busy condition will access the channel to transmit a BB and will exclude from contention any neighboring real-time nodes that have a smaller number of black slots in their BB's.
For a wireless LAN, the two previous propositions imply that real-time packets access the channel with priority over data packets and that real-time nodes access the channel to transmit their packets in a round-robin order. Since those packets are not subject to collisions, real-time delays can be bounded, as shown in Section VII.
V. INTERACTION WITH UPPER LAYERS

A. Operation with Feedback
If a real-time node were alone in the network, two consecutive real-time packet transmissions belonging to the same session would be separated in time by exactly , . The access delays measure the deviation from this ideal situation. Specifically, an access delay is the time that elapses from the moment an access attempt occurs until the node is able to transmit the corresponding real-time packet, corrected for . For , the th access delay associated with a session is denoted by and is given by , where is the instant of time when the node started the transmission of its th packet. As we discuss further in Section VII, given the maximum length of data packets, the rate of real-time sessions, and number of real-time nodes, the BB mechanism guarantees that the access delays are bounded and usually by a very small value . When a node is the source node of a session, the contents of its real-time packets can reflect the access delays incurred in contenting for access to the channel. Typically, a realtime application generates blocks of information bits at regular intervals of time, of length much smaller than . The block delay is the time interval that elapses from the moment an information block is made available by the application until it is successfully transmitted at the MAC layer (corrected for and neglecting processing delays). The relation between access and block delays depends on how the application blocks of information are packetized for transmission at the MAC layer. One possibility is to have the MAC layer convey in a packet all the information blocks generated up to the instant when the node is about to start a packet transmission. The length of a real-time packet would thus grow with the access delay incurred by the node. The block delay of the oldest block conveyed in the packet would consist of , plus the corresponding access delay: the block delay would never exceed . In general, however, it is not feasible to assemble a packet at the time that its transmission should start, and further, the MAC layer usually contains a single buffer that we must ensure is filled with a packet by the time access to the channel is granted.
For a realistic alternative within the spirit of this section, consider a simplified communication architecture in which a real-time application puts its generated blocks of information into an application buffer. Whenever the node successfully transmits a packet it signals the application, which will assemble the next packet with all the blocks of information currently queued at the application buffer, plus the blocks that will be generated during the next interaccess interval of length . At this later time, the packet is delivered to the MAC layer for transmission. With this procedure, the MAC layer always has a packet ready for transmission by the time it acquires undisputed access to the channel. When a node transmits its th packet at time , it leaves in the application buffer the blocks of information generated during the previous units of time; they will be part of the contents of the th packet. The latter packet further incurs an access delay of at the MAC layer. Therefore, the block delay of the oldest block conveyed in the th packet is not greater than : the block delay during a session never exceeds .
B. Operation Without Feedback
In the previous section, the contents of a real-time packet depended on the access delays incurred by a node. There is a direct coupling between the MAC layer and the real-time application. A simpler communication architecture may be desired in which already assembled packets are passed onto the MAC layer for transmission one by one. This is also the situation encountered when a node is simply relaying real-time packets arriving from a distant source.
Suppose that real-time packets are presented to the MAC layer periodically, one every units of time. The packet delay is the time that elapses from the moment a packet is available for transmission until it is successfully transmitted at the MAC layer (corrected for ). The packet delay of the th packet is given by , where is the instant of time when the th packet becomes ready for transmission, . Clearly, we should not choose . If that choice was made, the instants when the node accesses the channel would start drifting in relation to the arrival times of new packets, and the node cannot keep up with the packet arrival rate. Indeed, the packet delay of the th packet would be , which grows monotonically with the number of packets already transmitted.
Consider instead a preventive approach whereby a realtime node schedules its next transmission attempt short of the inter-arrival time for packets . Specifically, when a real-time node transmits a packet it schedules the next transmission attempt to time in the future, now with , where , , is called the slack time. At a scheduled access attempt, a real-time node will only start contending for access to the channel if a real-time packet is available for transmission. Otherwise, it waits for a ready packet and only then starts to contend for access to the channel. The correctness of the BB contention mechanism is preserved as long as the contention delays used to compute the lengths of BB's are always counted from the scheduled access attempts up to the time when the channel becomes idle for . Fig. 3 shows an example with two real-time nodes. Real- time node 1 does not start to contend for access to the channel at its scheduled access attempt because no packet is ready at that time. When a packet arrives at this node, the channel is busy with a data packet transmission. As soon as the channel becomes idle for , both real-time nodes 1 and 2 contend with BB's. The contention delays used in the computation of BB's are measured from the scheduled access attempts rather than from the arrival times of packets. Although the packet arrivals belonging to nodes 1 and 2 are not separated in time by at least , note that their scheduled access attempts satisfy this condition. As suggested in the figure, operation of a BB mechanism in this way tends to produce longer BB's since the nodes may have to delay themselves on purpose until a packet is ready.
The slack time has to be determined so that packet delays remain bounded at all times. Design criteria are given in Section VII. Clearly, has to be longer than the channel time occupied by a maximum length data packet transmission. Suppose that every time a real-time node is ready to contend, a maximum length data packet gets hold of the medium. At best, the real-time node will be able to send packets one every units of time, where is the duration of a data packet transmission. In order to obtain a bounded packet delay, we need to ensure that .
VI. CHAINING
In a wireless LAN, the number of real-time nodes contending for access to the channel can be reduced by grouping realtime packet transmissions into chains. A chain is a sequence of real-time packets where each packet invites the next for transmission. In order to support chains, each real-time packet is endowed with two new fields: a send node ID (SID), which contains the identity of the node transmitting the packet, and a next node ID (NID), which contains the identity of the node invited to transmit next. The special value NIL is used to denote an empty field. The SID field is set to NIL in the first and last packets of a session. A real-time node relies on the round-robin discipline enforced by BB contention to choose a temporary ID to be used during a session. After sending the first packet of a session, a real-time node observes the channel during the ensuing round to determine the identity of all the other active sessions. Therefore, by the time it transmits its second packet, it is able to choose a unique identifier for itself which it keeps for the duration of the session. The last packet of a session sent by a real-time node also has the SID field set to NIL. The NID field is NIL at every packet that is at the tail of a chain.
A node has to respond within an interval of length to an invitation from another real-time node in order to ensure that the real-time packets comprising a chain are transmitted in sequence without being disturbed by either BB's or data packet transmissions. The dynamics of chain creation and segregation are achieved through a distributed algorithm running at each node. Two basic operations can be performed on chains: splitting and concatenation. Principally, splitting occurs when a node ends a session and leaves the chain to which it belongs, possibly dividing it into two new chains. It may also occur when a packet is corrupted, e.g., due to a link outage. Since real-time nodes are always prepared to contend with BB's at every scheduled access attempt, even when they are part of a chain, an abrupt break in a chain does not deprive them of their access rights to the channel: it only reduces the efficiency with which the channel is used. Fig. 4 shows a split of a chain into two new subchains.
Concatenation occurs when two distinct chains are merged into a longer one for the purposes of efficiency. The algorithm for the concatenation of chains has to ensure that closed loops of packet transmissions never occur and that the number of packets in a chain does not exceed a prespecified maximum, so as to also provide timely access to data traffic. It is up to the tail node of a chain to decide whether or not to pull toward itself the next chain that comes onto the channel. To this end, the tail node monitors the channel during a round. It first identifies the candidate node to be invited in the next round by looking for the first packet with an SID field not NIL. Then, it counts the number of packets comprising the chain to which the candidate node belongs, i.e., it counts the number of real-time packets observed on the channel until it finds either an SID or a NID field set to NIL. Finally, the tail node keeps a running counter with the number of nodes present in the chain being currently observed on the channel. At the end of the round, when the tail node finally transmits another real-time packet, it tests whether the current count of nodes (which reflects the number of nodes in its own chain) plus the number of nodes in the candidate chain are below the maximum allowed. If this condition is satisfied, the tail node invites the candidate node immediately after sending its real-time packet. Otherwise, concatenation does not take place. Fig. 4 exemplifies the concatenation of two chains into a longer one. Tail node 4 identifies node 1 as a candidate for invitation in the next round, and it finds out that node 1 is in a chain all by itself . At the end of the round, when tail node 4 is invited by node 2, it knows from the running counter that the chain to which it belongs comprises two nodes (2 and 4). In this example, the maximum number of nodes allowed in a chain is greater than two, so node 4 invites node 1 to transmit its packet.
VII. ANALYSIS OF BB CONTENTION
A. Operation with Feedback
When there is no data traffic, real-time nodes appear to be accessing a TDM transmission structure without incurring access delays. Two consecutive packet transmissions from any given real-time node are separated in time exactly by an interaccess interval of length . A data packet transmission may perturb this state of affairs, delaying the access instants of real-time nodes and forcing the nodes to contend among themselves with BB's. Eventually, the real-time nodes recover from the perturbation and reorganize themselves into a state in which they no longer incur access delays. This is the behavior that we formalize mathematically in this section.
For simplicity of presentation, the path delays between nodes are ignored. There are chains in the system, labeled from 1 through . The total channel time occupied by chain when it is not delayed is denoted by , and the idle time per round is (1) The length of a chain grows in proportion to the access delay experienced by its head node. The growth rate associated with chain is denoted by , and it is a function of the number of nodes comprising the chain as well as their individual bandwidth requirements. For example, if the channel bit rate is , each real-time session has coding rate , the overhead per real-time packet is , and there are nodes per chain; then and , for all . Every BB contains at least one black slot; beyond that, the length of a BB increases linearly with the contention delay experienced by the real-time node. The proportionality constant is denoted by . Let and . Let denote the time at which the head node of chain accesses the channel to transmit a packet in round ; at that time, it also schedules the next transmission attempt to time . The access delay of the head node of chain in round is denoted by and is given by (2) The vector of access delays in round is denoted by . 
Definition 1:
The BB contention mechanism is stable if and only if there is a value such that , for and .
Definition 2:
The BB contention mechanism is unconditionally stable if and only if it is stable, whatever the size of the data packets.
Consider an initial setting whereby and (3)
with . Define the vector . The head node of chain 1 has a transmission attempt scheduled for time , and it would transmit a BB if the channel were idle at that time. Assume instead that there is a data packet transmission that extends from to , and define . Then, we have the following. 
Proof:
Clearly (5) Consider the condition (6) which from (2) and (4) is equivalent to
If this condition is satisfied, then the channel is busy when the scheduled access instant of the head node of chain occurs in round 0. Then (see Fig. 5 )
Otherwise, if (7) is not satisfied, . Combining the two cases yields (9) where . In matrix form, we write (10) from which the proposition follows. Note that is a "downward/forward shift" matrix: left multiplication by shifts the lines of a matrix downwards, and right multiplication by shifts the columns of a matrix to the left. The entries of matrix are given by (11) with . In matrix form, we write (14) from which the proposition follows. ) from which we conclude that is the characteristic polynomial. The form presented in the statement of the proposition is obtained through algebraic manipulations.
One interesting consequence of Proposition 10 is the fact that the spectrum of remains invariant to a permutation of the . For the next proposition, let and and be the associated right and left eigenvectors, respectively, such that . Proposition 11: The vector of access delays in round can be written as for , and for . Proof: From Propositions 6 and 9, we write , and , from which the following equalities are deduced: 
which when inserted into (25) yields the statement of the proposition. If , then we make use of (21) and (23) to write (27) Inserting this result into (25) yields the statement of the proposition for . The product can be computed via (24).
Proposition 12: The BB contention mechanism is unconditionally stable if and only if
In addition, if the condition above is not satisfied, the BB contention mechanism is still stable provided that where is the largest root of the characteristic polynomial.
Proof: If , then . Referring to Proposition 11, we conclude that , independent of the value of . Consider now the case and note that, from Proposition 5, , with the equality holding for . Hence, , and using Propositions 8 and 11, we conclude that , if , and , if . For the special case , it can be shown that all the eigenvalues of have modulus less than unity. Therefore, referring again to Proposition 11, we have . Although the access delays are bounded at the limiting case , , data traffic would never be allowed onto the channel.
B. Operation Without Feedback
The model for operation without feedback differs from the one of the previous section in a number of aspects. First, the total channel time occupied by chain is always , independent of access delays; that is, , for every . Second, the head node of a chain is only ready to contend for access to the channel when both a scheduled access attempt has occurred, and a packet is waiting. Third, the concept of stability refers to bounded packet delays, rather than to bounded access delays. We have derived the following sufficient conditions for the packet delays to remain bounded.
Proposition 13: The BB mechanism is stable if the following conditions are met.
1) There is an , , such that . 2) Either or, if . 3)
, for and .
In these conditions, denotes the largest eigenvalue of , and is the largest value attained by the linear system of Propositions 5 and 6.
We omit the proof because of space limitations, but we will provide some insight into the conditions of the proposition. The first condition states that the chain transmissions do not occupy a full scheduling interval plus . That is, there is some idle time left even if all nodes at the heads of a chain transmit at their scheduled access attempts. The second condition is sufficient to ensure that the real-time nodes recover from the most unfavorable initial setting. That happens when a packet arrival occurs a slack time after the scheduled access attempt but a data packet transmission has just started at that time. Thus, the initial contention delay is , rather than just . Last, if the system reaches an overload point where the head nodes always have a packet ready at the scheduled access attempts, we would like the packet delays to decrease from one access instant to another, so that the system effectively drifts away from the overload point. This is expressed by the third condition.
VIII. RESULTS
A. Parameters and Assumptions
We present results for a wireless LAN with a mixed population of data and real-time nodes: all nodes are assumed to sense each other's transmissions. In this case, node mobility does not impact our channel access scheme and therefore was not explicitly modeled. Nominal values for the parameters of the system are given in Table I , and when applicable, they have been taken from the direct sequence spread spectrum version of the IEEE 802.11 standard. The channel bit rate is denoted by , and each packet transmission has a physical (PHY) layer header and a MAC-layer header . Packets arrive at a data node according to a Poisson process with rate , and each has payload denoted by . Real-time sessions have a constant coding rate . We take (operation with feedback), (operation without feedback). The data and real-time loads are given by and , where and denote the number of data and real-time nodes, respectively.
The overall performance of the wireless LAN when it operates with both data and real-time traffic was studied with simulations. Each simulation point was obtained by running ten independent replicas of the system and averaging the results. Each simulation run corresponds to 4-10 min of system operation. The error bars in the plots mark the 95% confidence intervals.
B. Stability
The operation of BB contention is stable whenever the maximum real-time delay, either access delay (feedback) or packet delay (no feedback), is finite. On the other hand, CSMA/CA does make guarantees on maximum delays. A traffic stream, either real-time or data, has a stable operation under CSMA/CA if its average packet delay is finite. Since BB contention gives nonpreemptive priority access to real-time traffic, the maximum number of real-time nodes supported in the network does not depend on the data load but only on the largest length of a data packet, as shown in Section VII. Table II gives the maximum number of supported real-time nodes for a coding rate Kbit/s, an interaccess interval ms (feedback) and an interpacket arrival interval ms (no feedback). The row entry labeled gives the number of real-time nodes supported in an unconditionally stable system. For the chosen parameters, an ideal TDM strategy would accommodate 23 real-time nodes. The table indicates that even without chaining, BB operation coupled with feedback to the application allows for almost the same number of nodes to be supported as an ideal TDM scheme. Without feedback to the application, the slack time has to be designed. In the table, the values chosen for are indicated together with the maximum number of realtime nodes that satisfy the sufficient stability conditions of Section VII. Simulations have shown that more nodes can be accommodated than predicted from the analysis.
The effect of chaining on the number of supported realtime nodes is reported in Table III . Real-time sessions have a coding rate Kbit/s, and there is feedback from the MAC layer to the application. Although real-time traffic is unconditionally stable for a maximum of 24 nodes when there is no chaining, just grouping the real-time packets in pairs increases the number of supported real-time nodes to 35, independent of the length of data packet transmissions.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the maximum number of real-time nodes that can be supported in the wireless LAN with stable data and real-time traffic operation. It is clear that BB contention improves the total amount of traffic that can be carried in the network, i.e., it improves the throughput. This is because real-time packets are never subject to collisions. On the other hand, under CSMA/CA data and real-time packets collide with one another, bringing down the utilization of the channel. For a data load of 0.128 and a real-time coding rate of 64 Kbit/s, BB contention supports 30% more real-time nodes than CSMA; for a coding rate of 32 Kbit/s and no chaining, the improvement is 37%.
C. Delay Performance
Real-time packet delay performance under CSMA/CA can only be characterized with statistical metrics, since no delay guarantees are made. In Fig. 9 , we plot both the average and the standard deviation of real-time packet delays as a function of the fraction of real-time load for constant total (realtime plus data) load. The real-time coding rate is 64 Kbit/s, and the initial phase of a real-time packet stream associated with a session was drawn from a uniform distribution in an interpacket arrival interval of length ms. We see that the standard deviation can in many cases be twice the average, and that for practical purposes, the network cannot be operated at loads above 0.544. Fig. 10 shows the maximum real-time delay when real-time traffic contends for access to the channel with BB's. In the operation without feedback, the slack time was chosen equal to ms. We confirm that the maximum real-time delay is typically small, even at network loads as high as 0.672. It increases with the fraction of real-time load as it reflects BB contention among real-time nodes. Table IV further shows the maximum real-time packet delay for the case of no feedback and total load 0.544 together with the percentage of real-time packets that exceed that delay when CSMA/CA is used. It is also important to assess the extent to which the priority attained by real-time traffic with BB contention affects data delay performance. In Fig. 11 , we plot the average data packet delay as a function of the fraction of real-time load for constant total load and the same parameters as before. First, we note that under CSMA/CA, the average data packet delay increases as we trade data load for real-time load. This is mainly because the relative packet overhead brought onto the channel by realtime traffic is much larger than that brought by data traffic: real-time packets and data packets contain 240 and 825 bytes of payload, respectively, but the overhead per packet is always 82 bytes. In addition, a mixture of packet lengths brings down the performance of CSMA/CA because the channel time wasted is a collision that depends on the longest packet involved in that collision, rather than on the average length of the colliding packets. More interestingly, Fig. 11 shows that when real-time packets contend with BB's, the average data packet delay does not increase as much as with CSMA/CA. Indeed, we could expect otherwise since real-time traffic is served with priority over data traffic. However, the data access procedures anticipate collisions, and consequently use the channel less efficiently than the collision-free access procedures of realtime traffic. As we trade data for real-time load, a larger volume of traffic gets priority over data, but that new traffic is efficiently served through BB contention. Not surprisingly, we also observe that operation without feedback produces larger data packet delays, since the BB's used to assert real-time access priority tend to be longer.
For the operation with feedback, the choice of the interaccess interval sets the size of real-time packets and has a significant impact on performance. As discussed in Section V-A, the real-time block delay is the sum of and the access delay. The former term is dominant in determining the overall block delay: the smaller , the smaller the block delay. However, a small value of means small real-time packets, and those bring a large relative overhead onto the channel. As such, long data packet delays may be induced. In Fig. 12 , we show the average data packet delay as a function of the fraction of real-time traffic for three values of the interaccess interval ms. For ms, the average data delay increases rather steeply with the fraction of real-time load, whereas for greater than 30 ms, the small improvement in average data delay does not justify the increase in real-time block delay.
The effect of chaining is reported in Fig. 13 , where we present the average data packet delay as a function of the fraction of real-time load for a real-time coding rate Kbit/s. Operation without chaining is compared to scenarios with two and four real-time nodes per chain. We note that for this set of parameters, chaining provides a moderate improvement in data delay performance. The improvement brought by chaining is not very significant because the system is constrained by the PHY and MAC overheads rather than by the overhead that results from BB contention. At 32 Kbit/s, each real-time packet has only 120 bytes of payload. We expect the performance to improve and the benefits of chaining to become more apparent, if either the interaccess interval is increased or the PHY plus MAC overhead is decreased. The former solution implies longer block delays for real-time applications. The latter possibility requires a better transceiver design or a simpler MAC header. As an experiment, we depict in Fig. 14 the average data packet delay as a function of the fraction of real-time load, assuming that the PHY plus MAC overhead can be reduced to 34 bytes. We verify that the average data packet delays are smaller than before and that chaining real-time packet transmissions improves the performance substantially, especially at high real-time loads.
IX. CONCLUSION
BB contention is a distributed MAC scheme designed for QoS real-time traffic support in carrier sense ad hoc wireless networks. The scheme can be overlaid on current CSMA implementations, notably those that comply with the IEEE 802.11 standard, without requiring changes to the access procedures of data nodes. Real-time nodes contend for access to the channel by sending pulses of energy, the durations of which are a direct function of the delay they experienced until the channel became idle. BB contention guarantees that real-time packets are transmitted without collisions and with priority over data packets. For an ad hoc wireless LAN, it can further be shown that BB contention enforces a roundrobin discipline among real-time nodes and results in bounded real-time delays.
A mode of operation has been devised that decouples the instants when a node acquires access rights to the channel from the instants when real-time packets arrive at the MAC layer for transmission. Chaining of real-time packets was introduced as a means of increasing the performance of the system. The processes of chain creation and segregation are distributed and resilient to failures.
A general analytical framework to study the dynamics of BB contention has been presented. In particular, the analysis yields conditions for the BB mechanism to be stable. Simulations were also conducted to compare the performance of BB contention with that of CSMA/CA. The former mechanism can carry more traffic than CSMA/CA. More importantly, it makes QoS guarantees in terms of maximum real-time delay without significantly deteriorating average data delay performance.
